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Suspect gene may trigger
runaway synaptic pruning
during adolescence – NIHfunded study.
Versions of a gene linked
to schizophrenia may trigger
runaway pruning of the teenage
brain’s still-maturing communication
infrastructure, NIH-funded
researchers have discovered.
People with the illness show fewer
such connections between neurons,
or synapses. The gene switched on
more in people with the suspect
versions, who faced a higher risk of
developing the disorder,

delayed age-of-onset of symptoms in
late adolescence/early adulthood and
shrinkage of the brain’s working
tissue. Interventions that put the
brakes on this pruning process-goneawry could prove transformative.”
The gene, called C4 (complement
component 4), sits in by far the
tallest tower on schizophrenia’s
genomic “skyline” (see graph above)
of more than 100 chromosomal sites
harboring known genetic risk for the
disorder. Affecting about 1 percent
of the population, schizophrenia is
known to be as much as 90 percent
heritable, yet discovering how
specific genes work to confer risk has

“Since schizophrenia was first
described over a century ago, its
underlying biology has been a black
box, in part because it has been
virtually impossible to model the
disorder in cells or animals,” said
McCarroll. “The human genome is
providing a powerful new way in to
this disease. Understanding these
genetic effects on risk is a way of
prying open that block box, peering
inside and starting to see actual
biological mechanisms.” McCarroll’s
team, including Harvard
colleagues Beth Stevens, Ph.D.,
Michael Carroll, Ph.D.,
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In humans, such streamlining/
pruning occurs as the brain develops
to full maturity in the late teens/

The researchers dug deeply into the early adulthood – conspicuously
complexities of how such structural
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of expression and how that, in turn,
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Future treatments designed to
suppress excessive levels of pruning

research, and is investigating the
causes, treatments, and cures for
both common and rare diseases.
For more information about NIH and
its programs, visit www.nih.gov.

